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1. 

The use of distributed piezoelectric sensors and actuators for sensing and control
of the vibration of flexible structures, i.e., to construct intelligent structures, has
drawn much attention during the past decade [1–3]. The collocated rectangular
sensor/actuator pair technique, i.e., the sensor and the actuator of one
sensor/actuator pair are located at the same position but symmetrically distributed
with respect to the midplane of a structure (such as a beam, a plate of a shell, etc.),
is usually used when one models and analyzes a piezoelectric intelligent structure
for its simplicity [2, 4–6]. An intelligent beam with a collocated sensor/actuator
pair is shown in Figure 1, which can be considered as the simple model of a
piezoelectric distributed control system. The top and bottom layers of the
laminated beam are made from the same piezoelectric material, such as
polyvinylidene fluoride polymer (PVDF) or lead zirconate/titanate (PZT), etc. The
portions covered by surface electrodes of the two piezoelectric layers serve as the
sensor and actuator, respectively. The length and width of the beam are l0 and w,
respectively, and the thickness of the layers is h1, h2 and h1. The left and right ends
of the sensor (or actuator) are l1 and l2 from the clamped end of the beam,

Figure 1. An intelligent beam with a collocated piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair integrated in
its top and bottom layer.
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respectively. For the piezoelectric layers and the middle (beam) layer the densities
are r1 and r2; the Young’s moduli are Y1 and Y2 respectively. This configuration
of the sensor and actuator of the beam is convenient for integration, as was first
proposed by Lee [7]. The negative feedback control method shown in Figure 1 was
also proposed by Lee [8], which is really negative velocity feedback and necessary
for the control of the vibration of the beam and is used widely.

Generally, the sensing effect and actuation effect of a collocated sensor/actuator
pair are asymmetric with respect to the midplane of the flexible structure. The
sensor of a sensor/actuator pair not only senses the transverse motion (motion in
the direction in which the structure has a lower stiffness) of the structure, which
is expected by the initial design, but also senses the longitudinal motion (motion
in the direction in which the structure has a higher stiffness), which is not expected
by the initial design. The actuation effect produced by the actuator also has a
longitudinal component, which then produces longitudinal motion. In the previous
related analytical and numerical analysis of the vibration suppression of a flexible
structure using collated sensor/actuator(s) (more widely, using asymmetric
distributed sensing and actuating techniques), only the transverse motion is
considered and the longitudinal motion is neglected [4, 5, 9–12]. They all show
effective vibration suppression in transverse direction by using the feedback
method shown in Figure 1. In this letter, the beam shown in Figure 1 will be
analyzed exactly by considering both transverse and longitudinal vibrations of the
beam. Through numerical calculation, such an adaptive control method will be
shown to be dispersive and will enhance the vibration of such a beam instead of
suppressing it. That is, such a piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair is not feasible for
an intelligent beam. In addition, the analysis method presented here will reveal
directly and analytically the control (damping) effect of the sensor/actuator pair
on the closed-loop motion of the beam, while the previous methods can only show
this damping effect by the finite element method (FEM) [5, 13]. The present
method can be used to analyze distributed piezoelectric control structures that are
more complicated than the intelligent beam.

2. 

For the convenience of analyzing the motion of the beam, first one introduces
a new analytical method, which deals with the electric excitation in a piezoelectric
element as its equivalent normal actuation forces acting on the element whilst
simultaneously regarding the element as a normal elastic body. As to a
one-dimensional piezoelectric actuator (see Figure 2(a)), which operates in
extension mode under the exciting of a voltage V(t), based on the fundamental
knowledge in piezoelectricity [14] one can obtain the equivalent actuation forces
of the exciting voltage as the two equal and opposite forces, F1(t) and F2(t), shown
in Figure 2(b), where F1(t)=F2(t)= d31wV(t)/sE

11, t is the time, d31 and sE
11 are the

piezoelectric strain/charge constant and the elastic compliance constant of the
piezoelectric material respectively. Then the dynamics of the actuator is
transformed into the dynamics of the elastic body shown in Figure 2(b), whose
Young’s modulus is 1/sE

11.
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Figure 2. (a) A one-dimensional piezoelectric actuator that operates in extension mode; (b) the
equivalent actuation forces of the applied voltage on the actuator shown in (a).

In Figure 1, the electric field in the sensor is zero during close-circuit operation
of the sensor. All stress components, except for the longitudinal T1, can be
neglected for the one-dimensional configuration of the beam. Then in the sensor,
D3 = d31T1 and S1 = sE

11T1, where D3 is the electric displacement, S1 is the
longitudinal strain, and sE

11 =1/Y1. The displacement along the 1 (longitudinal or
x) and 3 (transverse or z) directions of the midplane of the beam are marked by
u1 and u3 respectively. The origin of the co-ordinate system is located at the center
of the clamped end of the beam. According to the classical laminated plate theory,
the longitudinal strain of the point, whose co-ordinate in the direction 3 is z, can
be written as S1 = 1u1/1x− z12u3/1x2. The current flow from the sensor is
is (t)=dqs (t)/dt, where qs (t) is the charge developed by the sensor and can be
written as

qs (t)=1/2$g
l2

l1

(D3=z= h2/2)w dx+g
l2

l1

(D3=z=(h1 + h2)/2)w dx%.
According to the above analysis,

is (t)= d31wY1
d
dt 62[u1(l2, t)− u1(l1, t)]−0h1

2
+ h21[u'3 (l2)− u'3 (l1)]7, (1)

where the superscript ' represents the first derivative with respect to x.
Obviously, the total feedback gain of the beam is G=−GfGg . Then the

feedback voltage applied to the actuator is

Va (t)=Gis (t). (2)

By directly substituting the result shown in Figure 2 into the intelligent beam in
Figure 1, one can obtain the two forces induced by Va (t), marked by P1 and P2,
acting on the left and right ends of the actuator of the beam respectively. There
is

P1 =P2 =P(t)= d31wY1Va (t). (3)
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Hence, according to the knowledge in vibration dynamics [15] the equations of
motion (EOM) of the beam can be written as

rA12u1/1t2 −YA12u1/1x2 = [−d(x− l1)+ d(x− l2)]P(t),

rA12u3/1t2 +YI14u3/1x4 =−(1/1x)[−d(x− l1)+ d(x− l2)]M(t), (4a, 4b)

where rA=(2r1h1 + r2h2)w is the mass density per unit length of the beam,
YA=(2Y1h1 +Y2h2)w and YI= {2Y1h1[h2

1 /12+ (h1 + h2)2/4]+Y2h3
2 /12}w are the

rigidities of the beam in the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively,
d(x) is the delta function, and M(t)= (h1 + h2)P(t)/2 is the moment of the force
P(t) with respect to the principal inertia axis of the cross-section of the beam.
Equations (4a) and (4b) describe the motions of the beam in the longitudinal and
transverse directions respectively. They can also be derived from the general EOM
of laminated piezoelectric plates with the aid of the Heaviside function [6, 16].
However, the present method for the derivation of the equations is clearer and
more straightforward, which is just based on the results in the well-studied classical
mechanics and does not need any help of other mathematical tools.

Assuming there are no other forces acting on the beam, by substituting
equations (1), (2) and (3) into equations (4a, b), one can get the closed-loop EOM
of the beam:

rA12u1/1t2 −YA12u1/1x2 = (d31wY1)2G[−d(x− l1)+ d(x− l2)]

× (d/dt){2[u1(l2, t)− u1(l1, t)]− (h1/2+ h2)[u'3 (l2)− u'3 (l1)]},

rA12u3/1t2 +YI14u3/1x4 =−[(h1 + h2)/2](d31wY1)2G(1/1x)[−d(x− l1)

+ d(x− l2)]×
d
dt

{2[u1(l2, t)− u1(l1, t)]− (h1/2+ h2)[u'3 (l2)− u'3 (l1)]}.

(5a, b)

According to the vibration mode superposition method, u1 and u3 can be expressed
as

u1(x, t)= s
a

i=1

U1i (x)h1i (t), u3(x, t)= s
a

i=1

U3i (x)h3i (t), (6a, b)

where U1i (x) and U3i (x), h1i (t) and h3i (t) (i=1, 2, 3, . . . ) are the normalized mode
shapes, modal co-ordinates of the beam in the directions 1 and 3 respectively, and
i is the order. Additionally, the U1i (x) and U3i (x) in equations (6a) and (6b) can
be expressed as

U1i (x)=B1i sin (ipx/2l0), (7a)

U3i (x)=B3i [cos bix−cosh bix+ ri sin bix−sinh bix)], (7b)
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respectively where ri =(sin bil0 − sinh bil0)/(cos bil0 + cosh bil0), bi satisfies the
equation cos bil0 cosh bil0 =−1, Bki is determined by the following normalization
condition

g
l0

0

rAU2
ki (x) dx=1, k=1, 3, i=1, 2, 3, . . . .

The corresponding natural frequencies of the beam are v1i =(2i−1)pa/2l0,
v3i =(bil0)2zYI/rAl40, where a=zYI/rA. By substituting equations (6a) and (6b)
into equations (5a) and (5b), and multiplying equations (5a) and (5b) by U1j (x)
and U3j (x), then integrating equations (5a) and (5b) along the length of the beam,
and applying the orthogonalities between arbitrary two modes, one gets

ḧ1j +0b1 s
a

i=1

c1iḣ1i + b2 s
a

i=1

c3iḣ3i1c1j +v2
1jh1j =0, (8a)

ḧ3j +0b3 s
a

i=1

c1iḣ1i + b4 s
a

i=1

c3iḣ3i1c3j +v2
3jh3j =0, (8b)

respectively, where

b1 =−2D, b2 = (h1/2+ h2)D, b3 =−(h1 + h2)D,

b4 = (h1 + h2)(h1 +2h2)D/4, D=(d31wY1)2G,

c1i =U1i (l2)−U1i (l1), c3i =U'3i (l2)−U'3i (l1), i, j=1, 2, 3, . . . ,

and the superscript · and · · are the first and second order derivatives with respect
to the time t. If the initial conditions of the beam are u1(x, 0), u̇1(x, 0), u3(x, 0)
and u̇3(x, 0), the initial conditions of the modal co-ordinates can be obtained as

hkj (0)g
l0

0

rAuk (x, 0)Ukj (x) dx, (9a)

ḣkj (0)=g
l0

0

rAu̇k (x, 0)Ukj (x) dx, k=1, 3 and j=1, 2, 3, . . . . (9b)

If mode truncation is made and the former n orders of modes are adopted to
analysis, equations (8a, b) have 2n equations that are the same in form as those
governing the motion of a general damped system with 2n degrees. In this situation
equations (8a, b) can be written as

Mḧ+Cḣ+Kh= 0, (10)
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where

h=[h11, h12, . . . , h1n , h31, h32, . . . , h3n ]T,

M= I2n×2n , K=diag [v2
11v

2
12 · · · v2

1nv
2
31v

2
32 · · · v2

3n ],

and

b1c2
11 b1c12c11 · · · b1c1nc11 b2c31c11 b2c32c11 · · · b2c3nc11

b1c11c12 b1c2
12 · · · b1c1nc12 b2c31c12 b2c32c12 · · · b2c3nc12

G
G

G

K

k

G
G

G

L

l

C= ···
···

···
···

···
···

···
···

(11)

b3c11c3n b3c12c3n · · · b3c1nc3n b4c31c3n b4c32c3n · · · b4c2
3n

the superscript T denotes the transposition of a matrix, and I2n×2n is the unit matrix of 2n
order. One can use the state space method to solve equation (10). The state space variable
is

j=[h ḣ]T. (12)

The state space equation of the 2n degree system given by equation (10) is

Ej� +Fj= 0, (13)

where

E=$ 0
M

M
C%, F=$−M

0
0
K%. (14)

The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of equation (13) are represented by l1,
l2, . . . , l4n and C1, C2, . . . , C4n , where

Ci =[li fi fi ]T, (15)

i=1, 2, . . . , 4n, fi is the eigenvector of equation (10). Then the solution of equation (10)
can be written as

h(t)= s
4n

i=1

eli t

ai
fif

T
i {M[ḣ(0)+ lih(0)]+Ch(0)}, (16)

where ai =2lif
T
i Mfi +fT

i Cfi . By substituting equation (16) into equation (6), one can
obtain the motions of the beam. From equation (16), if the real partition of one of the
4n eigenvalues is positive, h(t) will increase very fast along with the increase of the time
t. Then, the vibrations of the beam show an increase with respect to time instead of decay
expected by the original design.

3.    

Numerical calculations have been carried out for an intelligent beam with given
parameters: l0 =400 mm, w=20 mm, h1 =0·3 mm, h2 =1 mm, r1 =1780 kg/m3,
r3 =8000 kg/m3, Y1 =2 GPa, Y2 =210 GPa, d31 =80×10−12 C/N. Five sets (the
cases in Table 1) of specified values for the other parameters are adopted in the
calculation. The numerical results of eigenvalues for every case are shown in Table
1 for n=8. In Table 1, for each case there are some eigenvalues whose real parts
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are positive. Other calculations are also performed for n=1, 2, 4 and 16, for
varied material constants, and for a beam with initial damping. The numerical
results also give eigenvalues with positive real parts for each calculation. These
calculations reflect that the dynamic characteristics of the intelligent beam for the
calculations are arbitrary. According to the analysis in section 2, such a beam does
not work. As to relevant published experiments, one can only find one conducted
by Lee [8]. All other published works only give theoretical and numerical analyses.
Lee’s experiment [8] investigated the instability of an intelligent beam (referenced
by Plate No. 1 in [8]) using a collocated piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair under
arbitrary feedback gain. The present analysis gives the exact reason of this
instability. In other words, the available experiment corroborates the authors
conclusion to some extent. However, Lee explains that this instability comes from
the actual factors such as ‘‘system non-linearity, electronic signal delay, and
low-pass filters in the compensator that add further phase lag to the overall
system’’. Here, these factors are believed to be less important and can influence
the stability of the beam only near the critical point between the stable and
unstable region. They cannot influence the stability of the beam itself or cannot
influence the stability of the beam under arbitrary feedback gain. Hence, Lee’s
explanation may not be accurate.

Other intelligent flexible structures using the asymmetric piezoelectric
sensing/actuation technique have the same dynamic characteristic—the sensor
senses both the motions in the directions with higher stiffness of a flexible structure
and the motion in the expected direction with lower stiffness; the actuator actuates
both the motions in the directions with higher stiffness of a flexible structure and
the motion in the expected direction with lower stiffness. Generally, the
eigenvalues of the EOMs of the structures also have those with positive real parts.
Hence, the asymmetric piezoelectric sensing/actuation technique is not feasible.

In the analysis in section 2, by neglecting the motion of the beam in the
longitudinal direction, the EOM of the beam describes a pure velocity negative
feedback problem. In this situation, all the corresponding eigenvalues are sure to
have no positive real parts. Then, the solution of the transverse motion of the beam
decays with respect to time, i.e., the vibration of a structure can be suppressed by
this sensor/actuator pair technique. This is a conclusion drawn from the previous
analyses which neglect the motions of a structure in its higher stiffness direction.
Obviously, it contradicts the above exact analysis.

To overcome the shortcoming of the asymmetric collocated sensor-actuator pair
technique, the symmetric collocated sensor/actuator technique (see Figure 3) [16]
can be adopted (of course, to do this adds to the complexity of a structure). This
technique uses two piezoelectric sensors, located at the two positions that are
symmetric with respect to the midplane of a flexible structure, to sense
symmetrically the motions of the structure. According to equation (1), it is easy
to conceive that the sum of the outputs of the two sensors includes only the
information of the motion in the transverse direction, while the information of the
motions in the midplane is cancelled. The two actuators are distributed similarly.
If the sum of the sensors’ output is used as feedback, an the two actuators are
subjected to two equal and opposite feedback voltages, only the transverse motion
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T 1

The calculated eigenvalues for each case of specified parameter values (the number of the eigenvalues is 32 for each
case, the units of l1 and l2 is mm)

Cases Eigenvalues

l1 =0 −0·8915802 30·953965i, −0·1349362 194·103454i, −19·0909572 538·948008i,
l2 =200 −0·0011012 1065·076830i, −39·1317122 1728·931418i, 2330·0275012 0·000000i,

G=1·0×109 −0·0000022 2630·104864i, −31·5561862 3616·210357i, 0·000000+4890·690869i,
2126·3502922 38896·879818i, 2081·044161 2 77850·637697i,
2004·6775282 116837·394641i, 1892·015409 2 155895·448450i,
1734·1974492 195079·852480i, 1512·284959 2 234503·549466i,
1172·2527652 274508·346055i, 1101573·509040−0·000001i

l1 =0 −1·2508832 30·968453i, −14·909732 192·553660i, −35·0688512 529·888409i,
l2 =400 −45·1247622 1026·115858i, 1458·453661+0·000000i, −38·249133 2 1701·365718i,

G=1·0×109 −27·3277402 2562·470865i, −18·6768062 3604·625610i, −12·3725812 4824·884016i,
1056·4583092 38837·120791i, 1034·077793 2 77786·404202i,
997·3736592 116758·886855i, 943·067658 2 155803·516650i,
866·4582922 194978·990071i, 757·735725 2 234401·692944i,
589·2896302 274419·794998i, 2242659·834047+0·000001i

l1 =100 −0·2525382 30·981387i, −24·7072382 191·004437i, −0·7179712 543·325098i,
l2 =300 −19·8181552 1056·835323i, −0·0853782 1760·601017i, −135·0426262 2472·861106i,

G=1·0×109 2591·016465+0·000000i, −0·001936 2 3673·448273i, −14·3745162 4854·288416i,
762·0884532 25632·636622i, 691·596005 2 77111·094816i,
418·8163312 128159·558739i, 1586·226928 2 159679·826128i,
1239·6893842 181642·810965i, 596·908073 2 232118·434044i,
154·8234652 281695·500268i, 2244346·822822−0·000001i

l1 =0 −0·0706912 30·974319i, −1·8559962 194·118199i, −9·3501852 543·300971i,
l2 =40 −20·2514302 1063·215941i, −25·8119312 1755·750715i, −19·3594982 2624·446226i,

G=1·0×109 −5·6564422 3671·283743i, −0·6697162 4890·371353i, 12728·308263−0·000000i,
1119·9857952 20686·241164i, 1387·013624 2 63771·802275i,
1349·9842842 106560·242047i, 1256·839700 2 149278·652184i,
1117·1132282 191952·464763i, 923·256692 2 234567·851464i,
654·2287292 277091·658505i, 1318075·220779−0·0000001i

l1 =0 −0·7070282 30·996310i, −18·8436072 194·817900i, −91·4835132 519·708780i,
l2 =40 −108·3315032 959·373233i, −57·7206922 1650·120372i, 1762·5243412 0·000000i,

G=1·0×1010 −22·3273972 2565·526893i, −4·1552762 3657·584201i, −0·3462122 4889·039832i,
142·5392302 21311·600531i, 140·915864 2 63985·973392i,
134·8582512 106646·662842i, 125·213213 2 149297·712260i,
111·4172212 191929·707903i, 92·365346 2 234521·276058i,
65·7493012 277040·581044i, 13459762·401896+0·000002i
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Figure 3. The symmetric collocated sensing/actuation technique that uses two sensors and two
actuators.

is involved in the closed-loop EOM of structure for the pure bending actuation
effect of the two actuators. In this situation, one can consider only the motion in
the transverse direction. Then, the problem also becomes a pure velocity negative
feedback problem. In principle, the problem is absolutely stable, and the vibration
of the structure can be suppressed.

If the intelligent beam does not use the piezoelectric sensor as its sensor, and
other sensing techniques, such as attaching a mini accelerometer on the top or
bottom surface of the beam as a sensor to measure the transverse velocity of the
beam, are adopted (to to this also adds to the complexity of the beam) to sense
only the transverse motion of the beam, and the piezoelectric actuator of the beam
is kept unchanged, the conclusion is opposite. In this situation, the EOM of the
beam can also be written as the form of equation (8) when the mass of the mini
accelerometer is neglected. The change is only made on the coefficients. If the mini
accelerometer is attached to the free end of the beam, the coefficients are changed
as: b1 =0, b3 =0 and c3i =U3i (l0)−U3i (0), i=1, 2, 3, . . . . The numerical results
show none of the eigenvalues have positive real parts. That is, in this situation the
intelligent beam does work. For example, the calculated eigenvalues for the case
of l1 =0, l2 = l0, G=5×108 and n=4 are: −0·016250,
−0·0785902 136·242542i, −0·2576732 444·838066i, −0·4558612 940·701378i,
218951·827157i, 256855·481470i, 294759·135783i, 2132662·790097i,
−229374·976853. The experiment done by T and G [9] also confirmed
that such a sensing/actuation technique can suppress the vibration of a beam.

4. 

A new method has been proposed for direct and analytical analysis of the
motion of a flexible structure using distributed piezoelectric sensors/actuators to
sense and control its vibration. Exact numerical calculations conclude that an
intelligent beam using the collocated piezpelectric sensor/actuator pair technique
is not feasible. This conclusion is opposite from the corresponding previous one
that is concluded from the approximate analysis (neglecting the undesired motions
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in the directions associated with higher stiffness of a structure). Experiment
phenomena support this new conclusion. The same conclusion can be applied to
other flexible structures using the asymmetric piezoelectric sensing/actuation
technique. The unfeasibility comes directly from the closed-loop dynamic
characteristic of a structure, which generally does not guarantee the stability of the
structure for the asymmetric sensing and actuation situation. The other two feasible
sensing/actuation techniques have also been discussed.
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